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Historically the determination of the direction of 
Mecca provided a great impetus for the development 
of mathematics among the Muslims. For a spherical 
Earth the problem was solved by spherical trigono
metry[l] essentially developed by the Arabs[2]. It is of 
some interest to see how to achieve the same result 
with the more economical methods of vector calculus. 
For this purpose it will be assumed that the Earth 
is of unit radius. Then any location on its surface 
can be specified [3] by a unit radial vector. 

-+ 
Uo = (cos I cos L, sin i cos L, sin L) (I) 

= latitude of location 
where { L 

= longitude of location 

with West longitudes positive and East longitudes 
negative. 

At this location (l,L) the unit vectors in the North, 
South, East, West directions are given by 

ltN = (-cos I sin L, -sin I sin L, cos L) = - tis (2) 

tE = (sin I, cos I, 0) = -ltw 
The infinitesimal vectorial difference between two 

locations is then given by 

d~ = (-sin I cos L, cos 1 cos L, 0) dl 

+ (-cos I sin L, -sin I sin L, cos L) dL 

or 
~ -+ ~ duo = Uw cos L dl + Uw dL (3) 

so that 

IdU:1 = J(cos2L dI2+dL2
) (4) 

and 
-+ -+ 

cosL dl + UN dL (5)Uw 
= 

J(cos2L dll + dL2
) 

is a unit vector in the direction of dito. 

Ifdu:, represents a differential displacement vector 
along the Great Circle course from (l,L) to (lM,L ~ 
the location of Mecca, then dtio must be coplanar 
with the two unit radius vectors for the observer 
location and the location of Mecca aM. 

(6) 

Thus 

(7) 

so that substitution of (3) yields 
~-+ -+ -+-t~ 
Uo X uM • Uw cos L dl + Uo x UM' UN dl = 0 

or 

~ -.-+ (8)
Uo xu· UN- dl 

cos L = 
-t -+ 4dL 
Uo xu' Uw 

N 

l =0 

.JL - L
2 

'-----L =0 
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The cosine of the bearing e of Mecca from the 
observer location u: is then given by the scalar product 

-4 

of (5) and UN' 

cos e = ___d_L___ 1 (9) 

v'(cos2L d}2 + dL2) .J ([cosL (dl/dL)] 2 + I} 

or in terms of tan e by 

dl u xt: .\t
tan e= - -cos L = M N (10)

dL U
0 

x liM . trwo 

upon substituting from (8). Thus the bearing of Mecca 
may be expressed by the determinantal ratio 

tane = 	 (11) 

cos I cosL sin I cos L sinL 

cos 1M cos LM sin 1M COSLM sin LM 

-cos I sin L -sin I sin L cosL 

cos I cos L sin I cos L sin L 

cos 1M cos LM sin 1M COsLM sinLM 

-sin I cosl 0 

This, of course, does not hold at Mecca nor its 
antipode. Incidentally any point (I', L') on the Great 
Circle course between the observer location and Mecca 
is seen to satisfy the following relationship [4]: 

cos I cos L sin) cos L sin L 

cos IN cos ~ sin IN cos LN sin ~ =0 

cos I' cos L' sin I' cos L' sin L' (12) 

For the case of a non-spherical Earth the deter
mination of a tangent at observer location to a geo

desic connecting observer location with Mecca would 
follow from the extremalization of J ds with 

ds2 = [(1 + e )2 cos2L+(OI e )2] d}2+ 

2(OL e )(01 e) dLdl+[ (1+ e )2 + (ilL e )22dL 

and 

e = e (I,L), 

the discrepancy from unit radius at (I,L) so that the 
(non-unit) radius vector R at (I,L) is 

R = 	(1+ e )u
~ 

o ' 

The details of this calculation are left to the reader. 
As mentioned above the original problem was 

solved by spherical trigonometry. Because Arab 
knowledge retained individual steps a didactic reason
ing is presumed. In any case it is not inconceivable 
that the corresponding problem for a non-spherical 
Earth could once again stimulate the development of 
Muslim mathematics. 
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